4.5.4 Street Cross Section
Addendum A

Minimum 3" compacted depth for asphalt, if required. See 4.5.1.E. For specifications.

2' shoulder (2 % pitch)

8" side slope (not shown full length)
(For grades over 10' use 1:2)

22 feet

To be cleared as per 4.5.1.A

Base course

Sub-grade

Finished surface

2' Depth

2' shoulder (2 % pitch)

8" side slope (not shown full length)
Use 1:4 grade for 4" high slope

Base Course "...shall consist of bank-run gravel with no stones larger than six (6) inches in diameter and compacted to a twelve (12) inch depth..."

See: 4.5.1.D

Shoulders to be cleared and constructed the same way as the road bed.

1" = 4'

See Regulations for complete description.